CTE Virtual Summer Camp

Program Overview
Exposure and interest in Career and Technical Education (CTE) begin at a young age. The CTE Virtual Summer Camp immerses students in a variety of career clusters to ensure they have an awareness of High School CTE Pathways in BCPS.

Application and Details
Participation is open to all rising Grade 8 BCPS students. The first 240 applicants will be accepted. No costs are associated with this program! Students will have an opportunity to be in group 1 or group 2. Students will also receive a CTE bag with camp supplies and resources. Bags will need to be picked up prior to the camp.

Apply by May 27th
https://forms.office.com/r/rNzcFVDPMn

Date: June 27th - July 1st
Group 1: 8:00 - 10:45 a.m.
Group 2: 11:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Renee Maforo
rmaforo@bcps.org

Virtual! (Google Meet)

Additional Information

"The hands-on projects and experiments I completed during the CTE Summer Camp were fun and challenging. By meeting actual teachers from magnet programs and connecting activities with their classes, I was better prepared to look at programs in my 8th-grade year" - Adam, 2021 camper

"Watching my son learn about so many CTE programs in such a short period of time was truly impactful. By the end of the week, he had a great understanding of the programs that best matched his interests and how they connected with future goals in high school. I highly recommend this experience!" - Monica, 2021 parent